Abstract
Introduction
Knowledge management and diagnosis is an important issue in education, Some well-known theories or models about this issue were proposed such as Ordering theory [1], Item relational structure theory [2] [3] , Q-matrix theory [4] [5] [6] [7] , Item Response Theory [8] , Cognitive diagnostic assessment Theory [9] Concept map theory [10] , Attribute Management Method Theory [11] and Knowledge Sharing Model [12] . In this paper, we will focus on Q-matrix theory.
For cognitive diagnosis, Airasian and Bart proposed the Ordering theory (OT) [1] , for more considering the item relationship, Takeya proposed the improve theory, named Item Relational Structure theory (IRS) [2] . Furthermore, our previous work [3] provided an improved IRS theory by using the dynamic threshold limit value based on the empirical distribution critical value of all the values of the relational structure indices between any two items, it is more sensitive and effective than before. However, the OT or IRS may not provide efficient items compatible with the cognitive structure, therefore, Tatsuoka [4] [5] proposed her cognition diagnosis method based on Q-matrix theory, called Rule Space Model (RSM), Leighton, Gier and Hunka [6] proposed the Attribute Hierarchy Method (AHM) for cognitive assessment based on Q-matrix theory as well, Liu [7] provided the theoretical approach to reduced Q-matrix theory based on Boolean matrix operations. All of the Qmatrix theories emphasize that exam questions can be described by specific cognitive attributes, and they can include other different attributes that an examinee must possess to solve a test item. The relations of all specific attributes and all of the possible items can be represented by an attributes-items incident matrix, called Q-matrix. Furthermore, we can obtain the reduced Q-matrix which contains all of the efficient items fitted for the requirement of the attributes structure, the item bank corresponded to the reduced Q-matrix is an efficient item bank, and then, any test Q-matrix, which is a sub-matrix of the reduced Q-matrix fitted for the requirement of the attributes structure, can be obtained as well, and the reduced Q-matrix itself is also a test Q-matrix.
In this paper, based on Gauss' symbol function, we consider to propose a novel fast algorithm for finding the ideal item response pattern vector to correspond to a given attribute state vector of a test Qmatrix, It is simpler and faster than Tatsuoka's Boolean description function algorithm. Farthmore, we consider to provide a novel validation index of any test Q-matrix for finding the better test Q-matrix to improve the cognitive analyses of educational tests. 
Attribute
Where the addition operators are Boolean addition operation, then m R is called the reachability matrix of A.
Example
, , , A a a a a  be the set of 4 cognitive attributes, the graph of attributes structure of A is shown in the following figure: 
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Attribute-efficient item incident matrix, reduced Q-matrix
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Ideal response pattern vector [4-7]

Definitions about ideal response pattern vector
Example of ideal response pattern vector
Example 5. In Example 4.
The possible different attribute state vector set is 
A fast algorithm for finding ideal response pattern vectors
How to find the ideal response pattern vectors in cognitive diagnosis analyses of educational tests is the most important issue. Based on the theory of lattice and Boolean algebra, Tatsuoka proposed her Boolean Description Function algorithm for finding ideal response pattern vectors [5] .
However, her algorithm is too theoretical and complex to understanding for average person. In this paper, based on Gauss' symbol function, a simple and fast algorithm for finding the ideal item response vectors to correspond to given attribute state vectors of a test Q-matrix, called Liu's algorithm, is proposed as follows, 
Liu's algorithm for finding ideal response pattern vectors
